
    

   

  

     

     

 

   

  

  

  



 





























 









  





  









    





    





  







 









  

  

  

       
  

    
    

                  
                  
          

                        
                    

            

                    
                

                    
                 

                   
                   
      

     

          

     

        

        

        

        

       

        

         

        

         

         























  









  

  

  

       
    

    

                 
       

                     
                   

                     
                    

                 
                  

                    
                   
                    

             

                       
                    
                    

                      
                    

      

                     
                     

                     
                     

                    
                

                 
                    

                         
                   

                    

                     
                 

                   
                  

                  
                  

                   
                    

                  
            

                  
                  

                  
                    

                    
                         



























   











  

       
    

    

                     
                     

                     
                    
    

                
  









































 



































  

  

         
      

   





















   

  





















  

















  

  

   

     

 





















   

   

   

 

     

  

  

     

     

   

     

      

  

     

  

     

 

 

   

     

     

    

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 































































  

  

         
      

   





















 



















    















 





  























 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

  

    

       

   

         

         

       

       

          

          

          

 

      

  

   

      

    

  

         

  

      

           

   

  

        

      



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

    

     

       

     

        

  

      

         

 

      

  

     

  

        

     

       

   

  

      

       

       

 

      

   

      

     

























































































































 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

       

         

  

        

  

   

    

       

     

     

         

          

 

  

         

        

         

     

   

        

      

  

     

   

       













 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

        

       

        

      

         

          

  

         

 

          

  

        

        

  

       

     

  

        

     

        

 

   

       

  

  

          

































 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

    

  

      

  

       

      

   

  

  

    

      

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

    

  

 

   

     

     

       

   

 

  

     

          

       















VENTURA COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE 
SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION 
  

MEMORANDUM 
  

  

DATE: February 25, 2019 

TO: Commander Rob Davidson / /{ 

FROM: Captain lan Laughlin /,/ %}%7 

SUBJECT: Complaint Review and Determination — Formal IA #17-099 

  

Complainant Department Initiated 

Named Deputy Steve Krupnick #4906 

Hired November 7, 2010 ) 

Currently Assigned to Patrol Services, Camarillo 

Allegations Officer Involved Shooting 

Supervisor Sergeant Marty Luna 

BWC Recorded Event 

CPRA Disclosure (1421) Discharge of a firearm at a person 

Background 

On October 2, 2017, around 8:00 p.m., deputies responded to a subject disturbing call 

at an apartment complex in Camarillo. During the call, barricaded himself 
in his apartment. Deputy Krupnik was one of the deputies who responded and was on 

the perimeter. 

During the stand-off, would come out of his apartment onto his second story 

 and throw items, including knifes, off his apartment balcony. At one point, 
came out of his apartment with knifes and motioned as if he were going to throw 

them toward the deputies in the parking area and Krupnik fired his rifle at 

was not hit and later surrendered to SWAT team members.  was arrested for . 
664/187 P.C., 245 P.C. and 69(a) P.C.  As of the authoring 
of this memorandum, remained in-custody pending a jury trial (VCIJIS 



Use of Force Review 

This use of force review included review of the criminal case file, body worn camera 

video, citizen video, witness deputy statements, review of crime scene diagrams, 

photos, current policies and procedures, and common training and tactics employed by 

members of the Ventura County Sheriff's Office. 

In this case, deputies responded to a subject disturbing in an apartment complex in 
Camarillo. Body worn camera video, citizen video, and physical evidence collected at 
the scene support had thrown items at deputies, madé€ statements toward 

deputies about harming or killing deputies, continued to throw objects and knifes from 
his apartment toward the area of deputies and generally acted in a threatening and 

irrational manner. 

As the event unfolded, Deputy Krupnick fired one round from his assigned assault rifle 
at During his volunt terview and scene walk gh, Krupnick explained his 
intent was to incapacitate because he believed was going to throw a knife 
toward his sergeant and another deputy and they would be killed. Krupnick explained 

that when came out of his apartment and made a statement about a deputy going 
to die as he looked at the deputy. Krupnick saw raise a knife above his head in a 
throwing manner. Krupnick believed he did not have time to warn his partner's and he 

fired his weapon. Crime scene photos and diagrams support had the ability to 
throw knifes a significant distance as there were knifes found in the carport and 
sidewalk area. 

A review of scene evidence,  actions and statements, and Krupnick's 
observations and belief his partners could be gravely injured by and that he did 
not have time to warn them support Krupnick's actions. Krupnick’s actions were 
reasonable based on the increased and irrational criminal conduct by 

Prior Discipline/Performance Issues 

e 

Annual Performance Appraisal Review 

e 

Determination 

After a review of physical evidence, digital images, body worn camera video, citizen 

video and statements, Deputy Krupnick’s actions were determined to be reasonable and 

lawful and there was no evidence to show and support he violated.any Sheriff's Office 

policy, procedure or current training and tactical standards. 

 



In this case, there is no evidence to show and support Deputy Krupnick’s use of force 

against was unreasonable and unnecessary. Deputy Krupnick’s use of 
force was Jawful and p e is exonerated. 

oy 3-b-(9 
Approved: RobBavidson, Commander Date: 

 

 



Ventura County Sheriff’s Office 

Special Services — Major Crimes 

Case Summary 

Report Number: 17-149849 

Investigators: Sergeant Steven Jenkins - 4y 

Detective Cyrus Zadeh 

Detective Steve Michalec 

Subject: Attempted Murder of a Police Officer / Officer-Involved Shooting 

Date Occurred: October 1,2017 @ 10:36 p.m. 

Location: 

Victims: Deputy Steven Krupnik and Deputy Richard Maertz - VCSO 

Suspect: 

Summary of Incident 

On 10-01-17, at about 2003 hours, Sheriff’s Dispatch received two 911 calls reporting a male 

(later identified as was starting fights and threatening people at the apartment 

complex at Camarillo, CA. One of the reporting parties (RP-1) 
believed a male ( threw a kitchen knife at  front door while 

ng at told Sheriff’s Dispatch, “Please send help 
immediately before somebody gets killed.” (RP-2) reported hearing a male 

( yelling at other residents. saw a kitchen knife on her neighbor’s ( ) 
door step. 

At about 2007 hours, Sergeant Luna, Deputy Maertz, Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Pallotto, and 

Deputy Eskridge arrived at the Apartment complex and learned was 
inside apartment Apartment was located on the second-story of the complex with an 

exterior staircase leading from the parking lot to the apartment balcony. The deputies parked in 
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front of  residence and they were in uniform. The patrol vehicle overhead lights were on. 

The deputies contacted witnesses and found a knife at the door step of  residence. 

The deputies collected the knife as evidence. As the deputies investigated the incident, 

came out of the second-story apartment at and became verbally 
aggressive with the deputies. The deputies could not establish a crime at that time so they chose 
to back out and take a covert position out of  line of sight. The deputies were attempting 

to de-escalate the situation in hopes that would go inside the residence and fall asleep. The 

deputies moved the patrol vehicles to the south parking lot and out of  line of sight. 

At about 2100 hours, Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Maertz, and Deputy Pallotto were in the south 

parking lot and out of  direct line of sight when they heard and saw a window screen fall 

from the top balcony to the parking lot. The deputies monitored the situation. 

At about 2110 hours, exited the residence and possessed a knife in each hand. was 

verbally aggressive with the deputies. threatened to kill the deputies. went back 
inside the residence. Deputies Krupnik, Maertz, and Pallotto were in the parking lot and moved 

into position to visually monitor 

At about 2127 hours, walked outside onto the balcony and threatened to kill Deputy 

Maertz and Deputy Krupnik. Deputy Krupnik gave several warnings not to come 

downstairs and not to approach the deputies while holding the knives or he would be shot. 

Between 2130 and 2236 hours, threw four knives along with multiple miscellaneous items 

at the deputies and threatened to kill them. The following list details each knife assault: 

First knife assault — While stood on the stair landing just below the balcony, threw a 

serrated steak knife toward the deputies’ (Deputy Krupnik, Maertz, and Pallotto) direction. The 

knife hit a tree which was located in between the stair landing and the deputies. The knife fell to 
the ground near the base of the tree. The knife landed approximately 20 feet from the landing 

and about 40 feet away from the deputies. 

Second knife assault — Immediately after throwing the first knife, threw a second kitchen 

knife while standing on the stair landing. The knife was thrown toward Deputy Krupnik, Maertz, 
and Pallotto. The knife landed on the sidewalk about 35 feet southeast of the landing and about 

30 feet from the deputies. The deputies were on the sidewalk at the time of the assault. 

Third knife assault - As Deputy Krupnik and Maertz moved northwest through the parking lot 
and hid behind a vehicle to get a better visual of the suspect, threw a third knife (serrated 

steak knife) at the deputies new location in the parking lot. The knife traveled about 50 feet from 
the balcony and landed about 18 feet from the deputies’ location. 

Deputy Krupnik and Maertz moved south (further away from the balcony) to a position 

underneath a carport overhang. The deputies used vehicles and the carport roof as cover. 
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repeatedly stated if the deputies came upstairs, he would kill them. stated he wanted 

to sneak out of the apartment, come up behind them, and slit their throats. stated he was 

going to call down a hellfire missile on the deputies and they all would die. 

Fourth knife assault — As threatened the deputies, he threw a fourth kitchen knife toward 
Deputy Krupnik and Maertz. The knife landed in the parking lot about 68 feet from the balcony 
and about 20 feet away from the deputies’ location. 

Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge arrived and positioned themselves northwest of the balcony. Sgt. 

Luna and Deputy Eskridge were hiding behind a tree about 40 feet away from the balcony. 

At about 2236 hours, Deputy Krupnik saw point at Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge. 

pointed at Deputy Eskridge and said, “You see this face, this is the face that’s gonna kill you.” 

While looking at Deputy Eskridge, said, “You’re gonna die.” Deputy Krupnik saw 

raise a knife above his head in a throwing motion. Deputy Krupnik believed was actively 

throwing a fifth knife at Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge. Deputy Krupnik aimed for a stucco 

pillar that was standing behind. Deputy Krupnik fired one round from his AR-15 rifle. 

Deputy Krupnik shot at the pillar because he believed the .223 round would travel through the 
pillar and hit The bullet did not go through and was not injured. No other rounds 
were fired. After the shooting, went inside the residence and did not immediately return 
outside. 

At about 2345 hours, SWAT arrived and took over negotiations with Patrol personnel 

were relieved and sent to the command post. 

While SWAT negotiated with continued to yell obscenities and throw 

miscellaneous items such as a hair brush, cell phone, and butter knife (Knife #6) toward the 

direction of SWAT personnel. The SWAT personnel were not hit by the items. At about 0430 
hours, a search warrant was approved for the residence. SWAT used a Light Sound 

Diversionary Device (LSDD) near the residence to encourage to give up. After the LSDD 

was used, exited the apartment and complied with orders. was arrested with no 

further incident. was transported to the Ventura County Medical Center (VCMC) for a 

medical clearance prior to booking him at the jail. was not injured, but the medical 

clearance was precautionary due to his level of intoxication. 

Detective Alvarez was with in the emergency room at VCMC. Body Camera video 

footage captured yelling obscenities at the investigators. While handcuffed to the hospital 

bed, attempted to rock the bed in an attempt to tip it over. 

During the Miranda interview, stated he got upset because his steak burned so he threw the 

knives out the window. denied trying to kill anyone. was yelling obscenities at 

Detective Alvarez and calling Detective Alvarez names during the interview. stated he 

suffered from The 

interview ended. 
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was found to have no injuries. was medically cleared for jail booking. was 

booked into jail. 

*For complete details, refer to the associated reports; attached and incorporated herein to 

the digitized Adobe Acrobat Pro Case File. The entire incident was captured on body 

camera video which is available to view. 

Suspect’s Background 



Scene 

The incident occurred on the balcony at The residence was located in 

the omplex in the city of Camarillo. as 

loc was a two story building with  

located on the second story. was on the west side of and the front 

door faced west. The front door to opened up to a small parking lot on the west side of 

Access to the small parking lot was from the south side of 

Both and this small parking lot were on private property and within the boundaries 

of the apartment complex. It was night time and dark during the incident, 

but the balcony (location of the shooting) was well lit with porch lights, parking lot lights, and 

back lighting from the residence. 

Evidence 

Officer Body Worn Camera Footage 

All the deputies involved in the incident before and after the shooting were wearing department 

issued body worn cameras (BWC). The BWC footage was downloaded and submitted as 

evidence. The following deputies were wearing BWC and turned it on to capture their role in the 

incident: Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Maertz, Deputy Pallotto, and Deputy Eskridge. 

Neighbor’s Cell Phone Video 

Detective Cruz obtained a cell phone video from (W) was at her residence 

at when she began capturing the confrontation between and the 

deputies. The video captured the incident from about 150 feet away and did not add any 

additional evidence compared to the body worn camera footage. 

Kitchen Knives 

There were a total of six kitchen knives found in the parking lot and sidewalk areas that had been 

thrown at the deputies by 

e Knife #1 — boning knife with black handle and approximate 7-inch metal blade 

e Knife #2 - steak knife with black handle and approximate 4-inch metal blade 

e Kanife #3 — carver’s kitchen knife with black handle and approximate 7-inch metal blade 

e Knife #4 - steak knife with black handle and approximate 4-inch metal blade 

e Khnife #5 - steak knife with black handle and approximate 4-inch metal blade 

e Knife #6 - metal butter knife with approximate 3-inch blade 
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Miscellaneous Items Found Outside 

Miscellaneous items were found in the parking lot and sidewalk areas that were also thrown at 

the deputies such as a cell phone, hair brush, cordless phone, vertical blinds, tan women's purse, 

two outside patio chairs, folding patio chair, white framed screen door, wood handled broom, 

potted plant (red pot with small fake tree), two outdoor chairs, clothes, white framed window 

screen, brown curtain with curtain rod, decorative door wreath and a craftsmen hammer. 

Miscellaneous Items Found Inside Residence 

Multiple kitchen knives were found throughout the inside of the residence. One knife with a 

broken metal blade was found in the living area. The type of knives (Farberware) matched the 

knives that were found outside. Two glass marijuana pipes with residue were found on the front 

porch area and the bedroom. Open and empty beer containers were found throughout the 

residence. Bottles of with pill inside were found in the bedroom. 

Bullet Hole 

A bullet hole was found in the stucco of the pillar near the front door of  apartment. The 

bullet was not recovered due to the amount of destruction to the apartment stairway it would 

have taken to recover the bullet. 

Officer’s Firearm and Spent Casing 

Deputy Krupnik’s patrol rifle was identified as a Colt M4 5.56 NATO with a 

mounted TLR-1 light and Aimpoint M2 optic. Forensic Scientist Firearms Examiner 

examined the rifle and found the firearm to be in good working order. Based on witness 

statements, body worn camera footage, and evidence at the scene, investigators determined only 

one round had been shot from the rifle. The spent cartridge was recovered and the ammunition 

used was a department issued Speer .223 round. 

Video Summary 

The incident was captured on BWC footage by cameras worn by Deputy Krupnik, Deputy 

Maertz, Deputy Pallotto, and Deputy Eskridge. Also, a neighbor captured a majority of the 

incident on video from a cellular phone. NOTE: The first and second knife assaults occurred 

prior to the BWC cameras being turned on. The following is a summary of what the videos 

captured: Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz stood to the south of  residence, in the 

parking lot, in between two vehicles. The deputies were about 80 feet south of the balcony. 

Deputy Krupnik told that the deputies saw the knife in his hand. Deputy Krupnik told 

not to approach the deputies or he would be shot. yelled something at the deputies 

that could not be understood. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz walked a few feet toward the 

balcony and stopped at the edge of the sidewalk / parking lot. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy 
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Maertz spoke to each other about deploying less lethal. Deputy Krupnik stated he worried less 

lethal would not work on because the last time it was used on him, it had no effect. 

Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz waited in the parking lot. occasionally stepped onto 

the balcony and challenged Deputy Krupnik to fight. Deputy Krupnik told that the 

deputies wanted him to go inside the residence and to go to sleep. said, “I’m going to 

fucking kill you, I’ll gut your throat motherfucker.” A loud noise was heard hitting a nearby 

vehicle. Deputy Krupnik ducked behind a vehicle and asked Deputy Maertz, “Was that a knife.” 

Deputy Maertz said yes. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz backed up and took a position of 

cover under the carport area. Deputy Krupnik used a vehicle as cover and kept an eye on 

Deputy Maertz and Deputy Krupnik took turns retrieving their AR-15 rifles from their patrol 

vehicles as they traded off and watched Both Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz 

returned to the carport area and stood near each other. Deputy Maertz told Deputy Krupnik that 

they could not leave with throwing knives at them. Deputy Maertz stated he wanted to 

start a dialogue with again stated he wanted to kill the deputies. told the 

deputies to shoot him. Deputy Krupnik told that he did not want to shoot him and he 

would rather have go to bed. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz moved north underneath 

the parking lot with a more direct view of  front door and balcony. Deputy Krupnik used 

a vehicle as cover. Deputy Krupnik asked not to reach into his waistband. stated he 

did not have a firearm. repeatedly yelled he wanted the deputies to shoot him. Deputy 

Krupnik repeatedly stated the deputies did not want to shoot him. 

Sergeant Luna and Deputy Eskridge arrived and went to the north side of the balcony. Sergeant 

Luna attempted to talk to but kept telling the deputies to shoot him. 

went inside the residence. stepped back outside on the balcony and possessed a 

knife in his right hand. raised his right arm and appeared to be throwing the knife. Deputy 

Krupnik used his AR-15 to shoot one round at The round hit a pillar near After 

the shot, ran inside the residence. The deputies were relieved by SWAT personnel. 

Witness Interviews 

was a neighbor and saw the deputies contact said “went off”, 

screamed at the deputies, and threw things off the balcony. He heard the deputies offer to get 

help for his issues. saw an unknown object in  hand and then he heard a shot. 

went into the apartment. came back outside and stated he was going to kick the 

deputies’ asses. described  behavior as “really out there”. Zeise did not understand 

police procedures and he wondered why the deputies did not allow to fall asleep. 
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was a neighbor and heard screaming at random people earlier in the 

night. When deputies arrived, she heard yell that he wanted the deputies to shoot and kill 

him. heard a gunshot. She did not believe was hit because he kept going in 

and out of the residence. 

was a neighbor and heard yelling obscenities at the police. heard 

yell that he had power over the police and he was going to kill them. He heard yell that he 

had a knife and he could do this. 

was a neighbor and heard threatening to kill the police. dared the 

police to come upstairs. said, “Come up here or I will kill you.” began pin pointing 

deputies on scene. began throwing things off the balcony. heard a deputy tell 

to keep his hands up and then she heard a gunshot. 

Officer Statements 

Deputy Steven Krupnik 

On 10-02-17, Major Crime Detective Michalec conducted an audio recorded walk-thru interview 

with Deputy Krupnik at the apartment complex. Deputy Krupnik confirmed he had spoken to 

legal counsel] and he had time to review the body worn camera from the incident. Deputy 

Krupnik agreed to give a voluntary statement. Deputy Krupnik provided the following 

statement: After responding to a disturbance at Deputy Krupnik learned 

was agitated and had thrown a knife at a neighbor’s door. After conducting an investigation, Sgt. 

Luna decided they would allow to stay in his residence, but Sgt. Luna wanted Deputy 

Maertz, Deputy Krupnik, and Deputy Pallotto to stay in the area just in case came outside 

with knives. The deputies decided to move the patrol vehicles out of sight to de-escalate the 

situation. Deputy Krupnik stood to the west of the residence and out of view. walked onto 

the balcony. walked down the stairs and yelled obscenities. had a large kitchen 

knife in his hand. Deputy Maertz told everyone that had a knife. Deputy Krupnik told 

not to approach them with the knife or he would be shot. Deputy Krupnik gave 

several commands to drop the knife and he did not comply. While stood on the stair 

landing, threw two knives toward Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Maertz, and Deputy Pallotto 

(knife assaults #1 and #2). One knife hit a tree and fell near the base of the tree. The other knife 

landed about thirty feet from Deputy Krupnik. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz lost visual of 

so they moved northwest into the parking lot. They used parked vehicles as cover. 

Deputy Krupnik heard something hit the ground next to them and Deputy Maertz told him that 
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had thrown another knife (third knife assault) at them (Deputy Maertz and Deputy 

Krupnik). Deputy Krupnik believed the knife landed near them and had skidded next to their 

feet. 

Deputy Krupnik worried was going to throw another knife and hit them. He believed a 

knife thrown with that strength and velocity would cause great bodily injury or death. Deputy 

Maertz and Deputy Krupnik took turns retrieving their AR-15 rifles from their patrol vehicles. 

Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz moved to a better position of cover near the carport area. 

Deputy Krupnik explained their new position would give them clear visibility of but the 

risk was less from being hit by a thrown knife. The carport had a roof and parked vehicles as 

cover. Deputy Krupnik monitored while he paced back and forth on the balcony. Deputy 

Krupnik heard say he wanted to kill the deputies. told the deputies they were going 

to die and was going to slit their throats. repeatedly stated he wanted to kill the 

deputies. Multiple warnings were given to to surrender and comply or force would be 

used against him. ignored the warnings. 

threw another knife (knife assault #4) toward Deputy Krupnik’s direction and the knife 

landed in the middle of the parking lot. threw a cell phone in their direction and it landed 

near them. 

Deputy Krupnik saw Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge standing on the sidewalk just north of the 

balcony (30 feet). began pointing at each deputy. Deputy Krupnik saw point at 

Deputy Eskridge and Sgt. Luna. said he was going to call down hellfire missiles and the 

deputies were going to die. said, “You’re gonna die, you’re all gonna die.” looked 

at Deputy Krupnik and told him that his ( ) face was going to kill him and ruin his life. 

repeatedly said the deputies were going to die. 

went inside the house and reappeared. was holding a knife in his right hand. 

Deputy Krupnik believed was going to throw the knife at Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge. 

Deputy Krupnik believed had been throwing the knives with such force that would cause 

serious bodily injury to the deputies. Deputy Krupnik feared for the safety of Sgt. Luna and 

Deputy Eskridge. Deputy Krupnik believed Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge were not in a 

position to see throw the knife. Deputy Krupnik believed he did not have time to warn 

Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge if threw the knife at them until it was too late. Deputy 

Krupnik aimed at the pillar and believed the round would go through the pillar and incapacitate 

Deputy Krupnik shot one round from his AR-15 rifle as was in the act of throwing 

a knife toward Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge. Deputy Krupnik believed was going to kill 

his partners. The round hit the pillar and did not hit went inside the residence. 

Deputy Krupnik only shot one round. Deputy Krupnik told Sgt. Luna that he had fired the 

round. came outside and yelled at deputies again. Based on  actions, Deputy 
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Krupnik believed had not been injured. After a stand-off, Deputy Krupnik was relieved by 

SWAT personnel and he was taken to the Camarillo Police Station. 

Deputy Krupnik had seven years of law enforcement experience and had attended the 24-hour 

Tactical Rifle Training course. Refer to Dctective Michalec’s supplemental report narrative for 

further details. 

Deputy Richard Maertz 

After responding to a disturbance at  the deputies contacted stood on 

the balcony and yelled obscenities at them. After evaluating the incident, Sgt. Luna decided the 

deputies should leave. Deputy Maertz lingered in the area to make sure there was no public 

safety issue. Deputy Maertz stayed with Deputy Krupnik in the parking lot as came out on 

the balcony and yelled obscenities at the deputies. Deputy Maertz saw holding two knives 

while standing on the balcony. Deputy Maertz told that he had seen the knives and warned 

him not to approach them with the knives or he would be shot. Deputy Maertz was about 75 feet 

away from when threw the first two knives toward the deputies. Both knives hit a 

tree and fell onto the walkway. One of the knives landed close to them. Deputy Maertz 

collected one of the knives as evidence. 

Additional patrol personnel were requested. Deputy Maertz and Deputy Krupnik moved to take 

a position in the parking lot to observe threw another knife that hit a vehicle 

located directly in front of the deputies. Deputy Maertz and Deputy Krupnik moved to a position 

near the carport that had more cover for them. threw a large patio chair toward them and 

an additional knife that landed near them. At that point, had thrown four large kitchen 

knives toward the deputies’ direction. While was in the act of throwing the fifth knife, 

Deputy Maertz heard one rifle round and saw the bullet strike the pillar near on the 

balcony. went into the residence and returned. kept yelling at them. Deputy Maertz 

was relieved from the scene by SWAT personnel. 

Sergeant Marty Luna 

Sgt. Luna responded to a disturbance at and heard yelling obscenities. Sgt. 

Luna learned was upset at his girlfriend, but his girlfriend was not at the location. Sgt. 

Luna learned no one else was inside the residence. Sgt. Luna felt confronting would 

aggravate the problem so he had the deputies stay out of  direct line of sight. Sgt. Luna 

left and then returned after hearing was throwing knives. Sgt. Luna heard state that 

he was going to kill the deputies if they went to the apartment. Sgt. Luna attempted to speak to 

but he refused to talk with Sgt. Luna. began throwing miscellaneous items such as 

a camping chair and vertical blinds into the parking lot. was throwing the items from the 

balcony of the residence. 
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Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge positioned themselves on a sidewalk about 15 yards away from 

Sgt. Luna believed a tree and the darkness would conceal their whereabouts. Sgt. Luna 

had a limited view of through the tree branches. Sgt. Luna told to comply and he 

refused. While talking to Sgt. Luna heard a shot. Sgt. Luna could not see  during 

the shot. After the shot, went into the residence. Sgt. Luna determined Deputy Krupnik 

fired one round that hit a pillar. Sgt. Luna asked Deputy Krupnik if he accidentally fired the 

round and he said no. No one else fired a round. came outside and Sgt. Luna determined 

was not injured. SWAT relieved Sgt. Luna and the other deputies. 

Deputy Sean Eskridge 

Deputy Eskridge responded to a disturbance at Deputy Eskridge contacted 

Michael and he identified as the disturbing party who had challenged him to 

fight in the parking lot of the apartment complex. got away from and went 

into his apartment. A few minutes later, he heard a loud bang at the door. opened 

the door and saw a large butcher knife at the threshold. Deputy Eskridge collected the knife as 

evidence. After talking to Sgt. Luna, Deputy Eskridge left the area. A few minutes later, Deputy 

Eskridge heard a broadcast that was throwing knives at the deputies. Deputy Eskridge 

returned to the complex. Deputy Eskridge heard threaten the deputies that he was going to 

kill anyone who came to his house. 

Deputy Eskridge retrieved a less lethal shotgun and took a position with Sgt. Luna just north of 

the residence. Deputy Eskridge explained they were attempting to be concealed from  

view, but still be close enough to use a less lethal force option if came downstairs. While 

listening to Deputy Maertz and Deputy Krupnik talk to he heard one shot. Deputy 

Eskridge did not see  movements when he heard the shot. He learned Deputy Krupnik 

shot the pillar next to went into the residence and then returned. began 

yelling obscenities and threatening the deputies again. The SWAT team arrived and relieved 

Deputy Eskridge. 

Deputy Jason Pallotto 

Deputy Pallotto responded to a disturbance at  He learned was challenging 

neighbors to fight and he had thrown a knife at a neighbor’s door. After Sgt. Luna left the scene, 

Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Maertz, and Deputy Pallotto stayed out of sight and monitored the 

incident. Deputy Pallotto stayed on the south end of the building adjacent to the sidewalk and 

parking lot. Deputy Pallotto provided containment on the south side of the building during the 

entire incident. Deputy Pallotto saw step outside onto the balcony and he heard 

threaten the deputies. threw a kitchen knife toward them and Deputy Pallotto saw the 

knife land about 10 feet away from him on the south sidewalk. Deputy Pallotto saw Deputy 

Maertz collect the knife as evidence. Deputy Pallotto saw Deputy Krupnik retrieve his AR-15. 

yelled at them, challenged them to fight, and began throwing miscellaneous items into the 
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parking lot from the balcony. stated he would kill anyone who came to his apartment. 

threw a patio chair onto the hood of a vehicle. During the disturbance, Deputy Pallotto 

saw near the rail of the balcony. Deputy Pallotto saw lunge forward and then he 

heard one shot. Due to Deputy Pallotto’s limited view, he was unable to see the knife in  

hand when he lunged forward. Deputy Pallotto learned Deputy Krupnik had fired at 

was not hit and went into the residence. returned and yelled at the deputies again. 

Deputy Pallotto was relieved by SWAT personnel. 

District Attorney’s Review and Filed Complaint 

The District Attorney’s Office reviewed the case and filed the below listed criminal charges 

against 

e Two counts of PC 664/187(a) — attempted murder of a peace officer 

e Two counts of PC 245(c) — assault upon a peace officer 

e Two counts of PC 422 — criminal threats against a police officer 

e Two counts of PC 69 — attempt to prevent an executive officer form performing duty 

Along with filing the case against the District Attorney’s Office relayed the belief that 

Deputy Krupnik’s use of force was reasonable. is currently in custody and awaiting jury 

trial. 

Conclusion 

After Deputy Krupnik, Deputy Maertz, and the other personnel arrived on scene, they established 

had challenged neighbors to fight in a threatening manner. The deputies could not prove 

threw a knife at the neighbor’s door because no one witnessed the incident. The deputies 

believed was in a drunken state and acting belligerent. Sgt. Luna developed a plan to have 

the deputies leave in an attempt to de-escalate the incident. Sgt. Luna hoped would go 

inside the residence and go to sleep. The deputies moved their patrol vehicles to the south 

parking lot and out of  direct line of sight. The deputies stood by in the south parking lot 

to monitor the situation to ensure did not harm anyone in the area. 

As Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz covertly monitored the situation, made an overt 

attempt to walk onto the balcony and partially walk down the stairs in order to visually see the 

deputies. engaged the deputies by threatening them, challenging them to fight, and 

throwing miscellaneous items at them. threw a total of four knives toward Deputy 

Krupnik and Deputy Maertz prior to the shooting. threw the knives in a position of 

advantage from a second-story balcony to the parking lot below (where the deputies were 
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located). The knives of each assault traveled a good distance and landed near the deputies. 

Knife assault #1 was thrown about 20 feet after hitting a tree and landed about 40 feet from the 

deputies. Knife assault #2 was thrown about 35 feet and landed about 30 feet away from the 

deputies. Knife assault #3 was thrown about 50 feet and landed about 18 feet from the deputies. 

Knife assault #4 was thrown about 68 feet and landed about 20 feet away from the deputies. 

demonstrated his strength and ability to throw the knives. 

At that point, had committed felonious crimes against Deputy Krupnik and Deputy 

Maertz.  statements and actions posed a significant threat to public safety and the citizens 

that lived in the area. Deputy Krupnik and Deputy Maertz had an obligation to engage and 

to resolve the incident. 

The deputies were in uniform and they were clearly visible. Deputies gave clear announcements 

that they were with the Sheriff’s Office and they were giving lawful orders. Identification of the 

deputies was not an issue. 

Based on circumstances surrounding the incident and information obtained through this 

investigation, willfully displayed non-compliant behavior with uniformed officers, 

repeatedly threatened to harm or kill the deputies, ignored use of force warnings, threw multiple 

items toward the deputies, and willfully attempted to kill the deputies by throwing large kitchen 

knives at them. appeared physically fit and strong. With the weight of the kitchen knives 

and the force they were being thrown, the deputies’ safety from great bodily injury and / or death 

was real. previously displayed his ability of strength and power by throwing other items 

such as a patio chair and a cell phone. 

Deputy Krupnik saw pointing in the direction of Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge whom 

were about 30 feet away from repeatedly said the deputies were going to die. 

Deputy Krupnik believed was about to assault Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge by throwing 

a large kitchen knife at them. Deputy Krupnik shot at just as he was bringing the knife 

back in preparation to throw it. 

I believe Deputy Krupnik’s use of force was objectively reasonable under the circumstances as 

posed a significant threat to seriously injure or kill Sgt. Luna and Deputy Eskridge. 
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VENTURA COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE 
SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION 
  

  

MEMORANDUWM 1099 

DATE: May 4, 2018 

TO: Commander Chris Dunn 

FROM: Captain lan Laughlin 

SUBJECT: Complaint Initiation — Formal I/A #17-099 

  

Complainant 

e Department Initiated 

Named 

e Deputy Steve Krupnik #4906 
o Hired November 7, 2010 

o Currently Assigned to Patrol Services, Camarillo 

Nature of Allegations 

e Officer Involved Shooting 
° 

BWC 

o Recorded Event 

Supervisor 

e Sergeant Marty Luna



Complaint Background 

On October 2, 2017, deputies responded to a subject disturbing call at an apartment 

complex in Camarillo. During the call, barricaded himself in his apartment. 
Deputy Krupnik was one of the deputies who responded and was on the perimeter. 

During the stand-off, threw items off his apartment balcony. At one point, 
came out of his apartment with knifes and threw them toward the deputies in the parking 

area near his apartment. Krupnik fired his rifle at was not hit and later 

surrendered to SWAT team members.  was arrested for 664/187 P.C., 245 P.C. 
and 69(a) P.C. (  remains in-custody pending a jury 
trial 

Recommendation 

| recommend that this matter be assigned to the Sheriff’'s Internal Affairs Unit for further 

investigation. 

- 
Approved: Chris Dunn, Commander Date 
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